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The world has enough environmental health hazards to deal with, now efforts to put nuclear waste into the
marketplace will expose us to yet more dangers. These dangers will be even more dangerous because,
unlike the warnings we get about blatent exposure, this exposure will come from materials we use daily. Is
It more dangerous to be exposed to a large dose of radiation at one time or to smaller doses repeatedly
over a longer period of time? Do you have the answer?

If you or a loved one is diagnosed with cancer, how will you know that it didn't get its start from repeated
exposure to radiation from some supposedly 'safe' source?

The White House administration and the federal govt it supervises to execute its policies seriously
underestimate the dissatisfaction of the American people. The polls are not accurate; I suspect the
politakers are not sampling a true audience, only those who will give them the answers the White House
wants to hear. I know many people who voted for Bush, and most of these people are extremely unhappy
with his administration. One of the big issues with these former Bush supporters Is his support of the
nuclear Industry-both for nuclear energy and bomb-making---at the sacrifice of their children's future.

The residents of Unicoi County, TN, resisted construction of a nuclear enrichment facility there. Their
victoy has inspired many to resist further nuclear invasion of our lives.

Cynthia A. Heil
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